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1. Blockchain Based Games Gaming Industry Trend.
Game Industry Challenges:
Game Developers are still using the traditional Game
publishing methods, with many disadvantages:
§ No in-game item insurance for players.
I

§ Lack of in-game trading, liquidity, and items
exchange system.
§ Has not shown fairness and transparency between
players and game publishers.
§ The Gamer's data including account information,
activity history and in-game assets (items and gold
coins) are controlled by the game developers.
§ Database stored on a centralized server has many
limitations and vulnerabilities.

1. Blockchain Based Games Gaming Industry Trend.
Blockchain Based Games – a New Gaming Industry Trend.
§ Allows players to have permanent ownership and freedom to buy and sell their
assets in the Game. Assets are tied to a unique token and are maintained within a
Decentralized network.
§ Build the game on a decentralized platform, providing censorship resistance and
reducing the possibility of developer interference.
§ The dApp platform helps to receive contributions from many developers, helping to
create a game world without limits. Giving back the game definition is about
exploration and conquest.
§ Easy payments using cryptocurrencies through Smart Contract, which reduces
intermediary costs and speeds up transaction processing.

2. Proof Of Play (POP) The New Blockchain Innovation.
Service systems using Blockchain have been changing many
areas around the world. It is considered a revolution of the
internet world.

Blockchain 1.0: Currency (Bitcoin)
Blockchain 2.0: Smart Contract (ETH)
Blockchain 3.0: Decentralized application - The birth of dApps

2. Proof Of Play (POP) The New Blockchain Innovation.
Blockchain technologies have gradually become a part of life.
Those who have joined the blockchain network and been owning
Crypto-Currency are not strangers to Crypto Mining Protocol.
§ Proof of work (POW)
§ Proof of stake (POS)
§ Proof of Contribute (POC)
With each of the above protocol, it requires participants to understand and
have different perspective in order to take advantages and increase value
for themselves.

POP
With the above things, it is not easy for
everyone to do and achieve the desired value.

§ For POW, it is necessary to understand the hardware and how to
mine the designated coin.
§ For POS, you must own the large initial amount of coin, then it takes
time for the coin to stake.
§ For POC, you need to have a like-minded community ,who have the
same determination and dedication, in order to create new coin.

2. Proof Of Play (POP) The New Blockchain Innovation.
Global Digital Game Trend
§

It is estimated that there will be 2 billion
gamers globally in 2020.

§

The industry grew strongly, attracting
billions of people.

§

Has become an indispensable part of
life.

§

It is an entertainment platform and also
a platform that brings huge income for
many individuals and organizations.

2. Proof Of Play (POP) The New Blockchain Innovation.
The game world is developing on a decentralized platform, the number of participants is
increasing, the demand for entertainment and income generation is growing.
Proof of play (POP): The algorithms of this protocol allow user of specific entertainment to create and
then validate new blocks. By this way, during time that users spend entertaining, they also share their
processing resources of their devices.

• POP’s algorithm will compute and record all of their activity and allow them to
generate new blocks through game play.
• Similar to POC, the contributing here is simply playing the game and sharing its
gameplay.
• With simple games only 12+ players can develop their character and growing
its value in the future.
• The birth of POP protocol platforms create opportunities to increase part time
income for 12+ players.

2. Proof Of Play (POP) The New Blockchain Innovation.

Games designed for POP have the following elements:

01

Educational.

02

03

Different level of
financial management,
from beginner to expert

04

Sharing and
communityizing.

Simple and
accessible

3. DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD
Pioneering In The Application Of POP Protocol And Social Game.

DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD has been founded
with the desire for users to best experience
Decentralized Applications and other blockchain
technologies.

ABOUT DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD
DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD was established in the UK
§

Location: 15 Wren Court New Road, Langley, Slough,
England, SL3 8JL

LICENSE

3. DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD
Pioneering In The Application Of POP Protocol And Social Game.
Mission
Business activities that bring entertainment
and games on Blockchain platform.

DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD uses the
power of games to provide a true
experience like the world you live in is on
blockchain.
Dapps Technologies ltd,.

3. DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD
Pioneering In The Application Of POP Protocol And Social Game.
A.

OPPORTUNITY THAT DAPPS TECHNOLOGIES LTD BRINGS:

§

12 - 18 is the ideal age to form a social personality, equip the ability to
manage finance, generate income at the moment of entertainment.

§

Users can become Gamer or MOB (register directly on the website to
receive tasks from the development team).

B.

ENTERTAINMENT GENERATE INCOME:

§

Professional gamers can earn between $1,000 - $5,000 per month.

§

Become an Agency to develop games on POP platform, earn income
from $5,000 to $10,000 per month.

§

Outstanding Agency can earn up to $100,000 in income.

4. Understanding EBP Token Unique Issuance Method.
Issue Plan Eggsbook POP Roken (EBP Token).
Distribution Chart
8.3%
16.6%
58.2%

16.6%

Name: Eggsbook POP Token
Ticket: EBP
Total Supply: 60 million

Initial issue: 5 million tokens.
DEV team and development company: 10 million.

Note:
§ EBP plans to issue at Yobit without going through the ICO or pre sale period.
§ After the period Private Invest will go straight to issue.

Counter-market and marketing programs: 10 million.
Remaining reserves will be paid in the form of POP: 35 million

Starting price: $0.5

4. Understanding EBP Token Unique Issuance Method.
EBP Agency

POP Operating Procedure:
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EBP trader
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§

You must deposit EBP Token into the game to receive EUSD.

§

EUSD can be used buy/sell items, in-game products, or exchange to EBP Tokem for withdrawal.

§

You can join other ecosystems, generate more EUSD, and buy products at partnering e-commerce sites.

§

Player Mission: Create as many EUSD as possible, own EBP Token to generate compound profits.
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4. Understanding EBP Token Unique Issuance Method.
POP Operating Procedure :

§ This POP's process causes EBP Token to be constantly burned to
create a duty-free EUSD.
§ Who wants to own EBP:
1. EBP Agency: Need EBP Token to develop the Active Users and
MOB under neat.
2. EBP Holder: Holds EBP Token knowing the value will increase in the
future, because of this superior protocol.
3. EBP Player: Needs EBP Token to play games and enjoy attractive
promotions.
4. EBP Trader :Trade EBP Token, for do not want to miss the
opportunity to gasp this good foundation Token.
5. EBP POPer: Require EBP Token for in-game missions to create other
EBPs.
§ There is no user age limitation.

This POP protocol's operational process drives DEMAND and continuously
reduces SUPPLY automatically.

5. The Potential of EBP Token
and Revolution of The Gaming Industry.
EBP Token not only used in a single game
§

EBP Token allows Game Development teams to use them as
payment tools in their games.

§

EBP Token allows the Gamers community to co-develop the
game, and receive rewards for its co-development.

EBP

Proposed ecosystems, developed directly by the EBP
Developer; Not including community ecosystems and
partnering companies:
1. EggsBook: Community Game
2. 123BetNow: Online Betting Game
3. Stone War: Mobile Fighting Game

123betnow

Stone war

5. The Potential Of EBP Token
And Revolution Of The Gaming Industry.
EBP Token Growth Potential
EBP Token is the currency used in the game platforms, and used for exchange at
in-game ecosystems when it was officially launched in the first quarter of 2021.
At the third quarter of 2020, EBP Token coin will be officially listed on the Yobit
exchange, so everyone can own EBP Token. This is the difference that no other
coin can make when it first launches to users.

EBP Token will be burned as soon as you activate the egg or buy ingame item, this feature will decrease the number of EBP Supply.
Hence, the scarcity of the Token will drive up the Demand.
In 2021 EBP Token will be associated with direct payments with
e-commerce exchanges, which could cause the EBP Token price
to move up 10 times compare to initial starting price.

6. Roadmap
Quarter 4
Initialization POP based token,
listing on 1st public exchanges.
Starting to let players
experience EggsBook Pop
Game. Working with
International Game Publishing
Agencies.

Quarter 2
Researching EggsBook
Games under POP protocol,
Starting to build project’s
foundation.

2020
Quarter 1

Assembling experts for
researching the application
and possibility of POP
protocol.

Quarter 3
Completing the game
creation phase, with ingame basic functions.

6. Roadmap
Quarter 2
§
§

Quarter 4

Launching Stone War, a
fighting dApp game built on
POP blockchain platform.
EBP token will be listed on
Coinmarketcap.com, and
becomes widely used token in
different ecosystems, which
will drive up demand factor.

EBP is connected with
payment gateways in Asia
countries, allowing holders to
exchange EBP to local Fiat
Currencies.

2021
Quarter 1
§
§
§
§
§

Carry out global big data, attracting
players with marketing programs.
Launching demo game in chosen countries
Launching 123betnow, an online betting
game, players can use EBP Token to play.
Listing on 2nd public exchange, and
developing international trader community.
Aiming to increase the value of EBP Tokens
through pushing community’s demand.

Quarter 3
Integrating consumer
ecosystems, token holders
can use EBP for online
shopping with directly link to
international e-commerce
website, such as Amazon,
Ebay, Alibaba, and Lazada
Global.
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